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Central European Financial Markets from an EU perspec-
tive

Theoretical aspects and statistical analyses
Gerhard Fink/Peter R.Haiss

Abstract

Due to the fact that the European transition economies practically started from scratch in fi-
nancial market development the size of financial markets in the CE-10 is significantly smaller
with respect to GDP than in developed market economies. We can show by residual analysis
that financial markets in the Czech Republic and Slovakia still need some restructuring. We
also find that stock markets hardly contribute to economic prosperity, neither in the CE-10 nor
in the EU.
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1. Introduction

Central European financial markets are not yet ready for EU accession. Although a lot was
achieved financial market reform still is a “major reform priority”, as the European Commis-
sion put it. The acquis communautaire is not yet fully implemented (Fink/ Haiss 1999).
Independent and strong bank supervision is often lacking and issues of corporate Governance
are not yet resolved (Fink/ Haiss 1998 b, Fink/ Haiss/ Orlowski/ Salvatore 1999).
As there is a significant  impact of the legal environment on economic growth (Levine 1999)
governments and parliaments of the CE 10 member candidate countries are to be blamed for
having wasted precious time needed for achieving prosperity of their nations.

In this paper we shall deal with two more issues.
1) Is the small size of financial markets in the 10 CE member candidate countries a disad-

vantage for growth and
2) is financial capital inefficiently employed in the CE 10?

Various analyses of the relationship between financial markets and GDP show some positive
correlation between the size of GDP and the size of financial markets. However, so far no
proof of a positive correlation between the size of financial markets and economic growth
could be found (Levine 1997).
After providing some basic statistics for 1996 (chapter 2) we show that a relatively small size
of financial markets (as a percentage of GDP) is a basic feature of emerging markets which
cumulate financial wealth during the catching up process. When in previous studies a positive
correlation between relative size of financial markets and the level of per capita GDP was
found (Levine 1997, 703-705), this may not reflect more than the fact that countries with
higher per capita GDP have a significantly longer record of industrialization and growth than
emerging markets (chapter 3).
We then turn to the question, whether financial capital is efficiently employed in the EU and
CE 10 economies. Based on 1996 nominal data we employ a production function approach to
estimate the possible contribution of major segments of the financial markets (bank credit,
bonds and stock markets) as a growth factor for GDP (chapter 4).

2. CE-10 financial markets in comparision

Based on 1996 data we can draw the conclusion that the financial market in the EMU with a
volume of approximately 20 000 billion $ will be somewhat smaller than the US financial
market (23 000 billion $) and about the same size as the Japanese market. In comparision the
financial markets of the CE-10 are tiny. Even the largest CE-10 financial markets, the Czech
Republic (89 billion $) or Poland (86 billion $) account for less than half a percentage point of
the giant US, EMU, or Japanese markets. Neither of the CE-10 markets is as large as the
smallest EU-country, i.e. Greece (146 billion $). The aggregated financial market of all CE-10
(275 billion $) would rank 12th in the EU, just ahead of Finnand (Table 1).
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In the USA and in the EMU total financial assets amount to approximately 300% of GDP. In
Japan financial assets amount to 452% of GDP, and in non EMU members of EU to 400%,
what is solely due to the high ratio of the UK with 473%.
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Table 1

Comparison of EU and CEEC Financial Markets with USA and Japan

countries/regions ordered by size of total financial assets in 1996

Country Populaton GDP Bank Assets Stock Market Bond Market Financial Assets

million billion $ billion $ billion $ billion $ billion $

USA 263.3 7576.1 5,971.0 7,644.3 9,583.0 23,198.3

Japan 125.2 4623.9 12,625.1 2,968.3 5,324.9 20,918.3

EMU 289.0 6,808.2 11,884.9 2,434.7 5,937.9 20,257.5

EU: non EMU 82.8 1,698.8 3,437.2 2,108.8 1,261.0 6,807.0

CE-10 105.2 324.0 188.2 37.0 50.3 275.5

Germany 81.6 2,352.5 3,918.4 666.7 2,303.0 6,888.1

UK 58.3 1,151.3 3,015.0 1,768.6 662.0 5,445.6

France 58.0 1,537.6 2,923.0 591.7 1,044.0 4,558.7

Italy 57.2 1,141.0 1,392.3 248.6 1,274.0 2,914.9

Netherlands 15.5 392.5 808.0 377.2 401.0 1,586.2

Spain 39.2 581.6 777.7 247.2 234.0 1,258.9

Belgium 10.0 256.3 734.2 116.4 387.0 1,237.6

Sweden 8.8 250.3 202.8 243.8 253.0 699.6

Luxembourg 0.4 19.3 555.0 31.8 16.9 603.7

Austria 8.5 242.4 392.3 34.7 133.0 559.9

Denmark 5.2 174.2 155.5 72.2 288.0 515.7

Finland 5.1 125.0 143.5 63.0 56.0 262.5

Portugal 9.9 90.4 158.3 21.2 59.0 238.4

Ireland 3.6 69.6 82.3 36.4 30.0 148.7

Greece 10.5 122.9 63.9 24.1 58.0 146.0

Czechia 10.3 54.9 59.1 18.1 12.0 89.2

Poland 38.6 134.4 59.3 8.4 18.7 86.4

Hungary 10.2 44.3 20.2 5.3 12.6 38.0

Slovakia 5.4 19.0 14.7 2.2 4.3 21.3

Slovenia 2.0 18.6 11.4 0.7 0.5 12.5

Romania 22.6 35.5 11.0 0.1 1.0 12.2

Bulgaria 8.4 9.4 7.5 0.7 0.7 8.9

Lithuania 3.7 2.1 1.6 0.9 0.2 2.7

Latvia 2.5 1.4 1.8 0.2 0.2 2.2

Estonia 1.5 4.3 1.5 0.6 0.1 2.1

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998a
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Table 2

Comparison of EU and CEEC Financial Markets with USA and Japan

share in % of GDP in 1996

Country Bank Assets Stock Market Bond Market Financial Assets

billion $ billion $ billion $ billion $

USA 79% 101% 126% 306%

Japan 273% 64% 115% 452%

EMU 175% 36% 87% 298%

EU: non EMU 202% 124% 74% 401%

CE-10 58% 11% 16% 85%

Austria 162% 14% 55% 231%

Belgium 286% 45% 151% 483%

Denmark 89% 41% 165% 296%

Finland 115% 50% 45% 210%

France 190% 38% 68% 296%

Germany 167% 28% 98% 293%

Greece 52% 20% 47% 119%

Ireland 118% 52% 43% 214%

Italy 122% 22% 112% 255%

Luxembourg 2,876% 165% 88% 3,128%

Netherlands 206% 96% 102% 404%

Portugal 175% 23% 65% 264%

Spain 134% 43% 40% 216%

Sweden 81% 97% 101% 280%

UK 262% 154% 57% 473%

Bulgaria 79% 7% 7% 94%

Czechia 108% 33% 22% 162%

Estonia 35% 13% 1% 49%

Hungary 46% 12% 28% 86%

Latvia 133% 11% 17% 162%

Lithuania 75% 42% 10% 127%

Poland 44% 6% 14% 64%

Romania 31% 0% 3% 34%

Slovakia 78% 12% 23% 112%

Slovenia 61% 4% 3% 67%

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998a
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Table 3

Comparison of EU and CEEC Financial Markets with USA and Japan

share in % of financial assets in 1996

Country Bank Assets Stock Market Bond Market Financial Assets

billion $ billion $ billion $ billion $

USA 26% 33% 41% 100%

Japan 60% 14% 25% 100%

EMU 59% 12% 29% 100%

EU: non EMU 50% 31% 19% 100%

CE-10 68% 13% 18% 100%

Austria 70% 6% 24% 100%

Belgium 59% 9% 31% 100%

Denmark 30% 14% 56% 100%

Finland 55% 24% 21% 100%

France 64% 13% 23% 100%

Germany 57% 10% 33% 100%

Greece 44% 17% 40% 100%

Ireland 55% 24% 20% 100%

Italy 48% 9% 44% 100%

Luxembourg 92% 5% 3% 100%

Netherlands 51% 24% 25% 100%

Portugal 66% 9% 25% 100%

Spain 62% 20% 19% 100%

Sweden 29% 35% 36% 100%

UK 55% 32% 12% 100%

Bulgaria 84% 8% 8% 100%

Czechia 66% 20% 13% 100%

Estonia 71% 26% 3% 100%

Hungary 53% 14% 33% 100%

Latvia 82% 7% 11% 100%

Lithuania 59% 33% 8% 100%

Poland 69% 10% 22% 100%

Romania 91% 1% 8% 100%

Slovakia 69% 10% 20% 100%

Slovenia 91% 5% 4% 100%

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998a
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3. Theory: Model A - Explaining the size of financial markets

So far no proof of a positive correlation  between the size of financial markets and economic
growth was found (Levine 1997). Based on Domar (1944) we can provide a small theoretical
model to show why such a positive correlation across countries with different GDP levels can
not be expected. Actually, we only have to replace the deficit/GDP ratio and the size of gov-
ernment debt in Domar´s model by the savings/GDP ratio and the size of total financial assets,
respectively (We present the model  similar as in Breuss 1998a, 5).

We start from the assumption of a constant savings ratio (nominal savings in percent of nomi-
nal GDP: s) which is defined as : FASt – FASt-1 = s Yt-1 ( FASt is the nominal value of total
financial assets at time t; Yt is the nominal GDP at time t).
A further assumption is a constant rate of growth of nominal GDP (r = (Yt – Yt-1)/Yt-1). De-
fining the financial assets to GDP ratio as at = FASt/Yt one arrives at a difference equation
describing the evolution of the financial assets to GDP ratio over time (t):

(1) at – at-1 = - 11 −+ ta
r

r  + 
r

s
+1

with the solution for period n (Pauly 1996, 47)

(2) an = 
r
s  + [a0 – 

r
s ] (1+r)-n.

As n →  ∞  we arrive at the steady state equilibrium

(3) a∞ = 
r
s     for s,r >  0.

While the steady state solution may be applicable to highly developed market economies with
a high per capita GDP, it certainly is not applicable to emerging markets (economies in tran-
sition). Those markets start from a relatively low level of cumulated financial wealth and are
rather at time n than time ∞ . Other things equal, as an < a∞ in emerging markets the rate of
growth of financial assets is larger than the rate of growth of GDP, while in the steady state
the rate of growth of financial assets and of GDP is the same.

Therefore, we can expect a positive correlation between growth of financial markets and
growth of GDP over time, with financial market growth leading GDP growth. In this respect
the increasing level of financial development turns out to be „a good predictor of future eco-
nomic growth“ (Levine 1997, 703).

The transition path towards the steady state solution is illustrated by Graph 1.
An similar illustration can be found in Breuss (1988b, 371)
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Financial Assets/BIP Transition Paths
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But more arguments contribute to understanding the relation between GDP and financial mar-
kets. Historical studies about the development of financial centres emphasize three factors
(Kindleberger 1974): an existing trade centre, sustainable current account surpluses, or special
regulatory influences. More recently a fourth aspect was introduced: the argument that trans-
action cost and information cost may play a role in the emergence of international finance
centres (Winckler 1990 and Höhmann/Meyer 1993).

Kindleberger argued that finance centres emerged out of trade flows. Thus, the size of the
home market and the role of international trade flows contributed to the emergence of large
primary integrated financial centres like Tokyo and New York. Tokyo also gained in impor-
tance when Japan could record significant current account surpluses over long years. The
large volume of trading activity within and between states or continents led to the emergence
of specific knowledge and specific financial techniques. Banks and other financial institutions
offering such services followed the trade flows to New York, Chicago, Hong Kong, London
and Frankfurt.

Special regulations certainly have played a role in the emergence of financial centres like
Luxembourg, Dublin or Brussels. In Luxembourg there is no source tax on interest income,
Dublin has liberalized the law on financial funds which are not liable to Irish taxation. Brus-
sels (Belgium) has a simple and very adventageous taxation of holding companies.

With special regulations the aspect of cost efficiency of the financial markets is also emerg-
ing. In the steady state solution average and marginal capital output ratio are equal. They are
influenced by two factors: the real (non-financial) capital output ratio in the non-financial
sectors and the cost of financial intermediation. At higher cost of financial intermediation
more finance is required to achieve the same real output effect at a given real capital output
ratio. Thus, other things equal, inefficient financial markets will lead to a larger FASt/GDPt
ratio than efficient financial markets.
Special regulations mostly lead to lower transaction cost (taxation) in specific market seg-
ments, thus adding to the generally observable segmentation of financial markets. Many of the
segments created during the last decades are major playing fields of financial intermediaries
and not designed for the ultimate customers (firms and households). This is leading to in-
creasing double (multiple) counting if the total size of financial markets is estimated by
adding the segments: Let us consider the following case: an individual is buying shares in a
bond fund. The bond fund purchases bonds issued by a bank. The bank is lending funds raised
by the bond issue to corporations. In this example the same amount (originally handed in by
the ultimate client to the bond fund) is counted three times:

a) as asset of a fund
b) as bond market capitalization
c) as bank asset.

The level of multiple counting is further enhanced by interbank lending and cross border
business which is seeking low cost (tax advantage) investment and trading opportunities
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abroad. Finally, international comparison of financial statistics may also be distorted by asset
price inflation, which is so far not covered by any official statistics.

Hypotheses to be tested with model A

For the statistical analysis of 1996 data for EU countries and the 10 CEE countries we define
as total financial assets (FAS) the sum of bank assets (BANK), bond market capitalization
(BOND), and stock market capitalization (STOCK). Since so far we did not manage to collect
sufficient data on claims outstanding of insurance companies in the EU countries and in the
10 CEECs we cannot include insurance. However, we would assume that insurance compa-
nies place most of their funds with realities, bonds, and stock. Thus most of the amounts
involved would be covered by our statistics.

In model A we assume that

(4a) FAS ≡ BANK + BOND + STOCK
(4b) FAS = f(GDP), what implies that also
(4c) BANK = f(GDP),
(4d) BOND = f(GDP), and
(4e) STOCK = f(GDP).

We test the following two hypotheses with linear regression (across countries with nominal
data of 1996 as in Table 1):

1. The pure size argument (Kindleberger 1974): In large markets (large population, high per
capita GDP) financial assets are larger than in small markets. The correlation between GDP
on the one hand and FAS, BANK, BOND, and STOCK should be positive.

2. The transition economy argument (Fink/Haiss): the FAS/GDP ratio is smaller in transition
economies (CEECs) than in developed market economies (EU-countries). However, accord-
ing to hypothesis 1 FAS should be positively correlated to GDP in both regions.

Limits of this analysis
We can only provide some anecdotic evidence for other hypotheses which we cannot test in
this paper, but will be subject to further research:

3. Markets with special regulations (tax exemptions, advantageous disclosure rules, etc.) have
a larger FAS/GDP ratio than markets with standard regulations, since they attract foreign in-
vestors.

4. Assuming the closed economy case the FAS/GDP ratio is larger at the same level of GDP
in a cross country comparison
a) if financial markets are less efficient (high transaction cost, high information cost, weak
bank supervision, high risk).
b) if the capital output ratio in the non-financial sector is larger (less efficient real sector).
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c) if there is more double (multiple) counting due to enhanced market dispersion (segmenta-
tion).
d) if there is significant asset price inflation (bubble economy): overvalued stocks and reali-
ties.

5. Assuming the open economy case and free capital movement the FAS/GDP ratio will be
larger in a cross country comparison if costs for international transactions are lower, because
of superiority of specialized markets:
a) positive returns to scope: cost efficiency,
b) information efficiency,
c) hedging opportunities (risk reduction),
b) or special regulations (tax exemptions).

A thorough analysis of the international specialization case would require detailed informa-
tion on the share of international business in assets and liabilities of banks, and on issuers and
investors in bond and stock markets. At present we do not have the data for all of the 10
CEECs and the 15 EU countries. These data would also be required in order to analyse the
possible contribution of international financial markets to other countries’ GDP.

Regression results

Hypothesis 1 is confirmed. The bivariate Pearson correlation coefficients are positive in all
cases and significantly higher in the case of EU countries (for FAS - GDP: r =.960) than
among CEECs (FAS - GDP: r = .858; Table 1). However, for STOCK the correlation coeffi-
cient is rather small: for CEECs r = .572, and for EU r = .598. In both regions we receive the
best correlation coefficient for BOND - GDP: for CEECs r = .902, and for EU r = .955, and
for BANK - GDP almost as high (Table 4).

Hypothesis 2 is confirmed, too. In the case of CEECs the estimated parameter for GDP is
b = .771 and significantly lower as in the case of EU: b = 3.101. For sake of completeness we
add that F-significance is 99.8 % or better for all equations. The t-test was used to asses the
quality of the parameters estimated. In model A for all parameters estimated t-significance is
99.5 % or better. However, in the regressions the best t-significance for a constant term was
75 %, in most cases much below than that. Since, in addition, the constant term was negative
in one case and led to a negative FAS estimate for one country, we decided to give preference
to the estimates without constant term.

We also see from the regression analysis that banks are playing a more important role in
CEECs (with a weight of 68% in financial assets) than in the EU countries (57 % weight).
Second in importance is the bond market (CEECs 20 %, EU 28 %), and only slightly more
than half of bonds accrues to stocks (CEECs 12 %, EU 15 %). The regression for STOCK =
f(GDP) has a poor fit, with R² adjusted of less than .3 in both cases.
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Table 4

Linear Regression of financial assets and components on GDP
Model A: fas/bank/bond/stock=f(gdp)

correlation

CEECs 1996 constant b weights significance* bivariate R2 R2 adj.

FAS 0 .771 100% 99.9% .858 .736 .703

BANK 0 .521 68% 99.9% .861 .741 .630

BOND 0 .154 20% 99.9% .902 .814 .703

STOCK 0 .096 12% 99.5% .572 .328 .216

note: mean of financial assets = 85% of mean of GDP

correlation

EU 1996 constant b weights significance* bivariate R2 R2 adj.

FAS 0 3.101 100% 99.9% .960 .920 .849

BANK 0 1.769 57% 99.9% .953 .908 .837

BOND 0 .869 28% 99.9% .955 .913 .841

STOCK 0 .463 15% 99.9% .598 .358 .286

note: mean of financial assets = 318% of mean of GDP

* t-test

Residual analysis

The analysis of the residuals of the regression equations can be used to provide some illustra-
tion (anecdotic evidence) of hypotheses 3 to 5.

In the case of the CEECs the estimation error for Czechia is extremely large. The actual size
of the financial markets is more than double the estimated value (Table 5). This residual has
to be interpreted separately for bank, bond, and stock. The large residual in banks (equivalent
of 30 bn $) seems to indicate that Czech banks carry a bulk of doubtful debt. Bank consolida-
tion did not take place, as is also indicated by the European commission (1997) which finds
the situation in the Czech financial sector, and of banks in particular, as non satisfactory. Also
the large residual for stocks can be interpreted easily. On the one hand fast Czech voucher
privatization has generated numerous share holding companies, which mostly have been listed
at the Prague stock exchange until early 1997, when after the establishment of a more effi-
cient stock exchange supervision 1600 stocks have been delisted due to the fact that no or
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hardly any trading took place. Thus, a similar estimate for 1997 should show a significantly
smaller residual for stock in Czechia.

It is no surprise that the second largest positive residual (actual market is larger than the esti-
mate) can be observed for Slovakia, where bank privatization still is delayed and bank
consolidation hardly took place by 1996.

For Estonia, Hungary, and Poland, which are considered by the European commission as
those countries which achieved most progress in the financial sector adjustment to EU rules,
we find negative residuals for the banking sector, indicating that the efficiency of banks in
these three countries seems to be superior to the other CEECs. The large positive residual for
the bond sector in Hungary may be due to the fact that Hungarian governments made exces-
sive use of bond financing the state budget deficits until 1996.

In the case of Romania we are rather inclined to interpret the negative residuals (estimates are
higher than actual market volumes) as insufficient monetization in the economy (Table 5).

Table 5

Residual analysis
CEECs

Financial assets in 1996, in mi llion $

Country Financial Estimated Residuals Residuals Residuals Residuals

Assets Fin. Assets Fin. Assets Bank Bond Stock

Bulgaria 8.850 7.278 1.572 2.534 -0.752 -0.210

Czechia 89.167 42.307 46.860 30.513 3.560 12.786

Estonia 2.132 3.351 -1.218 -0.747 -0.607 0.136

Hungary 38.049 34.151 3.898 -2.852 5.747 1.002

Latvia 2.237 1.066 1.171 1.120 0.028 0.023

Lithuania 2.729 1.657 1.073 0.486 -0.106 0.693

Poland 86.436 103.618 -17,182 -10.643 -1.971 -4.568

Romania 12.150 27.383 -15.233 -7.447 -4.463 -3.323

Slovakia 21.253 14.616 6.637 4.859 1.424 0.354

Slovenia 12.515 14.303 -1.788 1.691 -2.353 -1,126

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998
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For EU countries we find only four countries with positive residuals (actual market is larger
than the estimate) United Kingdom, Luxembourg, Belgium, and Netherlands. All four coun-
tries have either established special regulations or achieved significant returns to scope. The
latter seems to be true for the UK in particular. The largest positive residuals can be observed
for the British stock market (actual market larger than estimate) and the British banking sector
(Table 6).

Table 6

Residual analysis EU countries
Financial assets in 1996, in mi llion $

Country Financial Estimated Residuals Residuals Residuals Residuals

Assets Fin. Assets Fin. Assets Bank Bond Stock

Austria 559.922 751.635 -191.713 -36.666 -77.583 -77.463

Belgium 1,237.567 794.781 442.786 280.653 164.329 -2.196

Denmark 515.739 540.275 -24.536 -152.811 136,633 -8.358

Finland 262.500 387.524 -125.024 -77.643 -52.572 5.190

France 4,558.661 4,767.743 -209.082 202.258 -291.764 -119.575

Germany 6,888.060 7,294.560 -406.500 -244.317 259.306 -421.489

Greece 146.032 380.996 -234.964 -153.517 -48.742 -32.704

Ireland 148.694 215.816 -67.122 -40.857 -30.465 4.199

Italy 2,914.946 3,538.020 -623.074 -626.671 282,764 -279.167

Luxembourg 603.654 59.846 543.809 520.849 0.133 22.827

Netherlands 1,586.241 1,217.221 369.019 113.385 59.975 195.659

Portugal 238.413 280.313 -41.900 -1.703 -19.534 -20.663

Spain 1,258.854 1,803.320 -544.466 -251.387 -271.230 -21.849

Sweden 699.642 776.132 -76.489 -240.104 35.554 128.061

UK 5,445.585 3,570.106 1,875.479 977.697 -338.225 1,236.008

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998

Luxembourg with special tax exemptions (no tax on interest) in the banking sector could at-
tract ten times more finance (residual 544 billion $) than would have emerged only by the size
of the Luxembourg economy (60 billion $).

Netherlands could attract finance in the stock market (almost 200 billion $) above national
requirements, while in the case of Belgium bank (280 billion $) and bond (164 billion $) mar-
kets are above the EU standards.

Bond markets seem to be a special case. In several countries bond markets are a substitute for
somewhat smaller bank and stock markets: Italy (residual +282 billion $), Germany (+259
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billion $), Denmark (+164 billion $), and vice versa UK (residual in bonds -338 billion $).
But, we also find four countries where the residuals are negative in all three categories: Aus-
tria, Greece, Portugal, Spain. With the exception of Austria the „emerging market argument“
(hypothesis 2) may hold for these countries, but to a lesser extent than for CEECs. It will re-
quire further analysis to find out whether the Austrian financial market is relatively efficient
or that Austrian economic activity is significantly financed directly by foreign sources (what
could be the case due to the increasing state budget and current account deficits during the
1990s up to 1996 (Table 6).

The negative correlation coefficient (Pearson) between the bank and bond residuals (r= -.532)
and the bond and stock residuals (r= -.570) and the positive between bank and stock residuals
(r= .769) is indicating that there may be a substitution between bonds, on the one hand, and
banks and stocks, on the other. Between banks and stocks there is relatively strong comple-
mentarity: stock markets are larger, where banks are larger, too. This would imply that in the
EU banks are the main actors on the stock markets, while other agents (corporations, the state)
are the main actors on the bond markets (Table 7).
From this it can be concluded that in EMU the competition between bank credit and bond
financing will become stronger. Bond financing will much more become a threat for banking
than stock market developments.

Table 7

Correlation of Residuals in FAS = f(GDP)
Estimates

Correlation Matrix: Residuals EU estimate (Table 6)

Bank Bond Stock

Bank 1

Bond -0.532 1

Stock 0.769 -0.570 1

Correlatin Matrix: Residuals CEEC est imate (Table 5)

Bank Bond Stock

Bank 1

Bond 0.501 1

Stock 0.967 0.632 1

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998
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Using the regression results we can employ a normative approach to get some insights into
prospective financial market growth and size distribution in the CE-10. We assume a flat
growth rate of GDP expressed in $ of 5% per year during 1996 – 2016 and also assume that
by 2016 in all CE-10 the same financial assets/ GDP ratio would be achieved as in the EU in
1996 (3.101). The implied average annual rate of growth of CE-10 financial markets of 12%
does not seem to be unrealistically high. Only the implied growth rate for Romania of 17%
per year seems to be out of reach. But still, even after 20 years of significant financial market
growth the total volume achieved may be just 10% of the future EMU financial market. As
today 70% of the CE-10 financial markets will be constituted by Poland, Czech Republic and
Hungary (Table 8).

Table 8

Projection of  CCEC's Financial Markets 2016

Country GDP Financial
Assets

GDP Financial Assets Hypothetic

in 1996 in 1996  in 2016 in 2016 Annual Growth

at EU-level of Fin. Assets

Bulgaria 9.443 8.850 25.055 77.696 11%

Czechia 54.890 89.167 145.640 451.628 8%

Estonia 4.347 2.132 11.534 35.767 15%

Hungary 44.308 38.049 117.562 364.561 12%

Latvia 1.383 2.237 3.669 11.379 8%

Lithuania 2.150 2.729 5.703 17.686 10%

Poland 134.434 86.436 356.693 1,106.106 14%

Romania 35.527 12.150 94.264 292.312 17%

Slovakia 18.963 21.253 50.314 156.025 10%

Slovenia 18.557 12.515 49.237 152.685 13%

CE-10 324.001 275.519 859.672 2,665.844 12%

Assumptions: 5% GDP growth, Financial Assets in 2016 = 3.101*GDP

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998
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4. Theory: Model B - Contribution of efficient financial markets to GDP - a growth fa c-
tor approach

In this section we concentrate on utilization of financial assets to produce GDP. Thus the
logic in this chapter is different from chapter 3. Before we assumed that a certain percentage
of GDP is set aside to augment financial assets. In this chapter we consider financial assets as
an input (growth) factor to produce GDP.
We assume GDP is a function of financial assets.

(5) GDP = f(FAS)

and growth of GDP to be a function of savings (additions to financial assets in percent of
GDP)

(6) r = f(s)

Thus we can interpret  the steady state solution (equation 3, chapter 3) as the long run  (finan-
cial) capital output ratio:

(7) a∞ = 
GDP
FAS  = 

r
s

When capital productivity is low the steady state ratio of FAS/GDP has to be high. Thus, if
growth of country A is systematically faster than that of country B, while the savings rate is
the same, we would expect a lower ratio between financial assets and GDP in country A. In
this case, if there is a correlation between the size of financial markets relative to GDP
growth, it would be rather negative than positive in a cross country comparison.
As economies in transition are importing (copying) technology and organizational know how
from more advanced countries they are improving the marginal capital output ratio. This
again implies that in comparison with developed market economies the ratio of FAS/GDP
should be lower in economies in transition.
In order to asses the contribution of the components of financial markets (banks, bonds, and
stocks) to GDP we use a traditional production function approach, which to our knowledge so
far was not applied to analyse financial markets (also in the excellent survey by Levine 1997
we did not find a reference). First we assume that GDP is a function of financial markets
(BANK, BOND, STOCK) and population (POP):
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Model B:

(8a) GDP = f(BANK, BOND, STOCK, POP), to be estimated as a linear equation (8b), or
as a Cobb-Douglas production function (8c) and (8d):

(8b) GDP = c + b1BANK + b2BOND + b3STOCK + b4POP
(8c) GDP = A. BANKα.BONDβ.STOCKγ.POPδ.
To be estimated in logarithmic form:
(8d) lnGDP = lnA + α.lnBANK + β.lnBOND + γ.lnSTOCK + δ.lnPOP

Equation (8b) gives us the average contribution of the four variables to GDP (productivity).
POP could be interpreted as a proxy for labour, but also as a size indicator. Equation (8d) es-
timates the marginal product of each variable. The sum of coefficients indicates returns to
scale:

(8e) α+ β+ γ + δ > 1 ⇒  increasing returns to scale
(8f) α+ β+ γ + δ = 1 ⇒  constant returns to scale
(8g) α+ β+ γ + δ < 1 ⇒  decreasing returns to scale

We estimate equations (8b) and (8d) with and without constant, with and without the variable
„population“ over all 10 CEECs (EU member candidates) and over all EU countries.

As a second step we modify equations (8a-d) by dividing both sides by population. Thus, we
get the following set of equations for per capita figures:

(9a) gdpcap = f(c, bankcap, bondcap, stockcap)
(9b) gdpcap = c + b1bankcap + b2bondcap + b3stockcap
(9c) gdpcap = A. bankcapα.bondcapβ.stockcapγ.
(9d) lngdpcap = lnA + α.lnbankcap + β.lnbondcap + γ.lnstockcap.

Equations (9b) and (9d) we also estimate with and without constant term over all 10 CEECs
(EU member candidates) and over all EU countries.

Hypotheses to be tested

We expect the following results (to be tested with cross-section estimates based on 1996
nominal data):
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1. Because of the relatively high R² between GDP and the financial market components bank
and bond we expect a good fit of the regressions. However, the fit of the coefficients for
STOCK or stock per capita may be poor due to the weak correlation of STOCK with GDP.

2. Since financial markets are larger with respect to GDP in EU countries, the estimated pa-
rameters for (8b) and (9b) should be significantly larger for CEECs than for EU countries.
They indicate higher average capital productivity in CEECs.

3. The variable „population“ will cover most of the non-financial sector effects and the size
effects in the two groups of countries.

4. Since all financial market sectors are of importance, although of different size, the esti-
mated parameters b1, b2 etc. should be positive (positive average and marginal productivity of
all three financial market sectors).

5. In the logarithmic equations the sum total of coefficients should be close to 1. However,
increasing (efficient financial markets) or decreasing returns (inefficient financial markets)
cannot be excluded.

6. If the catching up process was started successfully also the estimated parameters of the
logarithmic equations for CEECS should be larger, too (higher marginal productivity of fi-
nancial capital in CEECs).

Regression results

Hypothesis 1: Generally speaking the regression results are satisfactory. For models B(8b)
and (8d) R² adjusted is always larger than .85 and in 13 out of the 16 estimates larger than .97
(Tables 9 and 10). For models (9b) and (9d) R² adjusted is always larger than .65, and in three
out of the 8 estimates larger than .92 (Annex Tables 11 and 12).

Hypothesis 2 seems to be confirmed, the estimated parameters are larger for CEECs in models
B(8b) and B(9b).

Hypothesis 3 is partly confirmed and only for EU countries. In model (8b) the coefficient for
population is large and significant at the 99.5 % level, this is similar for the logarithmic form
(model 8d) with a constant term. When the constant term is omitted R² adjusted is increasing
and most of the effect goes to bond and bank, while the estimated parameter for population is
declining.
For CEECs the estimated parameter for population is relatively small compared with bank. T-
significance is partly modest, at 90% level in model (8b) and at 60 % level in model (8d)
(Annex Tables 9 and 10).
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Hypothesis 4 is violated for the stock related variables, and in some cases also for the bank
variables in the EU estimates, and the bond variables in the CEEC estimates. The estimated
parameters for STOCK, lnstock, stockcap, and lnstockcap are mostly negative or small and
insignificant.

For CEECs in model (8b) the estimated parameter for STOCK is large, negative and signifi-
cant at the 97 % level. Significance is even at the 99.9 % level for the parameter estimated in
the equation excluding population and the constant term (Annex Tables 9 and 10). In models
(9b) and (9d) the estimated parameters are negative, too, although at a lower significance
level (Annex Tables 11 and 12).

We are inclined to conclude that stock markets are extremely inefficient in CEECs. They pos-
sibly exert a negative influence on GDP (average and marginal productivity are negative).
The stock market sector seems to be one part of the financial sector where money disappears
(Groszek 1995).

For CEECs we got the best fit for the BANK parameters in all estimated equations, with t-
significance at 97 % or more. The BOND parameters show a pretty good fit only in the esti-
mates based on absolute figures (average productivity (models (8b) and (9b)), while the
marginal coefficients are mostly negative and of low significance (Annex Tables 9-12).

Also among EU countries the STOCK market sector seems to have little influence on GDP.
The estimated parameters are either positive or negative, mostly small and insignificant, al-
though somewhat better in the per capita estimates (Annex Tables 11 and 12). The best fit and
the largest value we got for BOND related parameters in all equations of the EU estimates.
Results for BANK related parameters are mixed. Positive and significant at the 99% level are
the parameters only in model (8b). In all other models parameters have a modest significance
level and are sometimes negative (Annex Tables 9-12).

Hypothesis 5. Estimates of model (8d) indicate increasing returns to scale for the CEECs. In
all the other cases the sum of coefficients is less than 1 in the estimate with a constant term,
and larger than 1 in the estimate without constant term. Thus, we cannot exclude that EU fi-
nancial markets are characterized by decreasing returns to scale (Annex Tables 10 and 12).
Asset price inflation may be higher in larger EU financial markets.

Hypothesis 6. In three out of four estimates in model (8d) and in one out of 2 in model (9d)
the sum of coefficients are larger for CEECs than for EU, indicating probably higher marginal
financial market productivity in CEECs. In models (8b) and (9b) the bank and bond related
coefficients for CEECs are larger than that for EU.
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Conclusions

Emerging markets yet have to cumulate financial wealth. Thus, the ratio of financial assets to
GDP is much smaller in economies in transition than in the EU countries. Average and mar-
ginal financial capital productivity is higher in CEECs than in the EU. The Czech and the
Slovak financial market is inefficient. Efficiency of banks in Estonia, Hungary and Poland is
superior to other CEECs.

In CEECs and EU banks seem to be the major players on stock markets. However, stock mar-
kets hardly contribute to a larger GDP. CEEC stock markets are obviously inefficient. We
found indications for increasing returns to scale for CEEC financial markets, while for EU
financial markets we cannot exclude decreasing returns to scale.
Bond markets are a major substitute to bank credit, what can be expected to become stronger
in EMU.
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Annex Table 9

Estimates of model B.8b

constant bank bond stock popul. F Significan-
ce

R2 R2 adj.

CEECs -3.122 1.591 2.148 -3.904 .876 99.9% .991 .984

T-Significance 75.9% 98.8% 98.5% 97.8% 94.9%

CEECs 0 1.590 2.252 -4.087 .738 99.9% .993 .988

T-Significance n.a. 98.9% 98.9% 98.3% 92.2%

constant -9.6% of GDP mean

correlation stock with GDP

bivariate .589 partial -.831 (99.8% significant) part -.142

CEECs -1.296 2.386 2.403 -6.300 99.9% .979 .969

T-Significance 30.9% 99.8% 97.6% 99.8%

CEECs 0 2.328 2.432 -6.211 99.9% .988 .982

T-Significance 99.9% 98.5% 99.9%

constant -4% of GDP mean

EU -16.975 .245 .317 -.169 9.395 99.9% .992 .989

T-Significance 47.2% 99.7% 99.2% 91.0% 99.7%

EU 0 .247 .321 -.170 8.917 99.9% .995 .994

T-Significance n.a. 99.8% 99.4% 92.2% 99.8%

constant -3% of GDP mean

correlation stock with GDP bivariate .611 partial -.512 (98%) part -.053
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Annex Table 10

Estimates of model B.8d

ln A ln bank ln bond ln stock ln pop. F Significance R2 R2 adj.

a) CEECs -.423 1.166 -.251 .0201 .319 99.3% .921 .858

T-Significance 34.0% 97.3% 52.3% 7.3% 63.4%

b) CEECs 0 1.032 -.119 -.0057 .243 99.9% .982 .971

T-Significance n.a. 99.5% 53.2% 2.2% 61.7%

constant 15.7% of ln GDP mean

Sum of coefficients: a) 1.2541 large effect of ln bank, increasing returns to scale!

b) 1.1503

partial correlation coefficient ln bond with ln GDP -.2170, only at 42% significance

a) CEECs .0317 1.216 -.0845 -.0865 99.7% .905 .858

T-Significance 3.0% 98.2% 22.6% 36.0%

b) CEECs 0 1.231 -.0939 -.0865 99.9% .980 .971

T-Significance n.a. 99.9% 44.8% 38.8%

constant 1.2% of ln GDP mean

Sum of coefficients: a) 1.045

b) 1.0506 increasing returns to scale

a) EU 1.743 .0763 .320 .0953 .495 99.9% .983 .977

T-Significance 99.9% 66.4% 99.3% 71.9% 99.9%

b) EU 0 .279 .527 .0617 .293 99.9% .996 .995

T-Significance n.a. 92.7% 98.6% 27.1% 93.5%

constant 30.9% of ln GDP mean

Sum of coefficients: a) .9866 decreasing returns to scale

b) 1.1607

a) EU .938 -.0082 .718 .188 99.9% .913 .889

T-Significance 87.7% 3.8% 99.8% 68.4%

b) EU 0 .149 .747 .141 99.9% .995 .993

T-Significance n.a. 68.8% 99.8% 52.7%

constant 16.6% of ln GDP mean

Sum of coefficients: a) .898 decreasing returns to scale

b) 1.037 increasing returns to scale, large effect of ln bond

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998
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Annex Table 11

Estimate of model B.9b (GDP cap)

constant bankcap bondcap stockcap F Significance R2 R2 adj.

CEECs 694 1.172 .953 -2.842 99.7% .886 .829

T-Significance 74.9% 99.9% 57.5% 93.5%

CEECs 0 1.705 1.364 -3.048 94.8% .946 .922

T-Significance n.a. 99.9% 74.0% 94.8%

constant = 21.2% of mean of gdpcap

Correlation of stockcap with gdpcap

bivariate .426, partial -.677, part -.311

EU 13,777 .0072 .351 .124 99.9% .812 .761

T-Significance 99.9% 61.0% 99.7% 57.8%

EU 0 -.0135 .664 .503 93.0% .907 .884

T-Significance n.a. 65.5% 99.8% 93.0%

constant = 56.7% of mean of gdpcap

Correlation of stockcap with gdpcap

bivariate .746, partial .244, part .109
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Annex Table 12

Estimate of model B.9d

constant ln bankcap ln bondcap ln stockcap F Significance R2 R2 adj.

a) CEECs .874 1.033 -.0290 -.0934 97.6% .773 .659

T-Significance 38.6% 97.6% 10.0% 41.0%

b) CEECs 0 1.195 -.0657 -.115 99.9% .997 .996

T-Significance 0 99.9% 24.9% 53.1%

Sum of coefficients: a) .9106 decreasing returns to scale

b) 1.0143 (large effect of ln bankcap)

partial and part correlation coefficients for ln bondcap and ln stockcap negative, but not significant

a) constant 11% of mean ln gdpcap

a) EU 5.158 .0839 .316 .0972 99.9% .835 .790

T-Significance 99.9% 75.6% 99.5% 75.1%

b) EU 0 .106 .761 .159 99.9% .998 .998

T-Significance 0 46.8% 99.8% 57.5%

Sum of coefficients: a) .497 strongly decreasing returns to scale

b) 1.026 (large effect of ln bondcap)

a) constant 51.5% of mean ln gdpcap

b) 

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998

Source: Fink/Haiss 1998
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